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Abstract: In this paper, we first give a sufficient condition to judge a homomorphism which 
preserves p −primitive words. Although it was concerned by Huang C.C. and Yu S.S. in 2008 in 
Discrete Mathematics, our result is an easier method than theirs. Then we construct two kinds of 
p −primitive words. At last we prove the set of all p −primitive words with even lengths and odd 

lengths are disjunctive languages. 
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1  Introduction 

Primitive word is a very fundamental concept and is an important research topic in formal 
language theory, and primitive words play a considerable role in the field of combinatorics on 
words, an area in discrete mathematics motivated in part by computer science, information theory, 
coding theory and molecular biology (see [4,7,10,15]). The study of homomorphisms preserving 
words and languages is motivated by considerations of inheritance properties for generating systems. 
Such properties are very important characters of the data structures in an artificial intelligence 
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system. On the other hand, homomorphisms preserving words and languages are also related to OL 
schemes which are parallel rewriting systems originally introduced in 1968 to model the 
development of the multicellular organisms in Bioinformatics (see [7,8]). Homomorphisms 
preserving primitive words, p −primitive words were well concerned in [1-7].  

  Some definitions and lemmas are quoted in section 2. In section 3, we focus on 

homomorphism preserving p−primitive words and obtain the following result:  

Let h  be a homomorphism from *X into *X . If )(Xh  is a comma-free code and )(Xh  

is a p−primitive word for each p−primitive word x  with 2)lg( ≤x , then h  preserves all 

p−primitive words. Homomorphism preserving p−primitive words was studied in [1] and the 

following result was obtained: 

A homomorphism h of *X  is p −primitive words preserving if and only if h satisfies the 

following properties:  

(i) )(wh  is p−primitive for any p−primitive word w  with 3)lg( ≤w ; 

(ii) there exists no Xa ∈  such that xah ∈)( Pre xvhwhf )())((  for any }1{1 ∪∈ Pv , 

*\ vaXXw +∈ and *Xx ∈ ; 

(iii) there exists no p−primitive word +∈ Xw such that )()( xhxywxh ∈ for any +∈ Xx and 

*Xy ∈ ; 

(iv) if there exists a word x  with )(vhx p<  and )(bhx p<  for some +∈ Xv and Xb∈  such 

that )())()(())(( 11 whxbhuhvhx p≤−−  for some *, Xwu ∈ , then vubw is not a p−primitive 

word. It can be seen that conditions in our result is much easier and better to judge than that in [1]. 

In [9], abmx  and yxabab mm  were proved to be p −primitive words for some different 

letters ba,  and different words yx,  with kyx == )lg()lg(  for any km ≥ . In section 4, we 

will show that the following two kinds of words are also p−primitive words: 

For two different letters ba,  and different non-empty words yx,  such that x  is not a 
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prefix of y , the word yxabab mm is a p−primitive word for any km ≥ where 

)}lg(),max{lg( yxk = ; 

For two different letters ba,  and different words nxxx L21, , whose lengths are equal to k , 

the word n
mmm xabxabxab L21 is a p −primitive word for any km ≥ . 

Regular languages and disjunctive languages play an important role in the field of theoretical 
computer science. In section 5, we prove that the set of all p −primitive words with even lengths 
and the set of all p −primitive words with odd lengths are disjunctive languages. This is a good 
complement to the statement of the set of all primitive words with even  lengths and odd lengths 
are disjunctive languages (see [4]). 

 

2  Preliminaries 
Let X  be a nonempty finite set of letters, which is called an alphabet. Any finite string over 

X  is called a word. For example, bababbaaaw =  is a word over },{ baX = . The word that 

contains no letter is called the empty word , denoted by 1. The set of all words is denoted by 

*X , which is a free monoid with concatenation. For example, the product of two words babbx =  

and abbbaa  is the word babbabbbaaxy = . Let }1{\*XX =+ . For any word w in +X , let 

)lg(w  be the length of w which is the number of letters that occur in w  and 0)1lg( = . 

Then 9)lg( =w for the former word bababbaaaw = . Let })lg(|{ * kxXxX k =∈= , where k ≥ 

0≥k . Let +∈ Xxu, , we call u  is a prefix of v  and denote by vu p≤  if uxv = for some 

*Xx ∈ . If +∈ Xvu, , then u  is a proper prefix of v and denote by vu p< . Let 

}|{)( * vuXuvpre p≤∈= . Similarly, vu s≤  and vu s<  are defined. 

For any +∈ Xw , let 10 =w , we call a 1+n  power of w  is www nn =+1  for 0≥n . For 

instance, if aaaw =  where Xa ∈ , we call it the fourth power of a  and its length is 4. A 
nonempty word which is not a power of any other nonempty word is called a primitive word. A 
nonempty word which is not beginning with a square of any other nonempty word is called a prefix 
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primitive word shortly p−primitive word. Every p−primitive word is a primitive word (see 

[1,2,4]). 

 Any non-empty subset of +X  is called a language. A language P  is called a prefix  

code  if ∅=∩ +PXP . A language L  is called an infix code if ∅=∩ + LXL . A language 

L is called a comma-free code if ∅=∩ ++ LXXL2 . 

Lemma 2.1[4]  If L  is a comma-free code, then L  is an infix code. 

A mapping h  from *X into *X such that )()()( yhxhxyh =  for all *, Xyx ∈ is called a 

homomorphism. A homomorphism of *X is called non-erasing if 1)( ≠ah  for each Xa ∈ . Let 

**: XXh →  be a homomorphism and F  be a set of some languages or some words. If 

FAh ∈)(  for every FA∈ , then we say that h  preserves F  or that h  is F -preserving. For 

example, let =F  {primitive words on X }. Then a homomorphism h  preserves primitive 

words if )(wh  is a primitive word for every primitive word +∈ Xw . 

Definitions and items which are used in the paper but not stated here can be found in [4,10]. In 

this paper, we always let 2≥X . 

3 p −Primitive Words Preserving Homomorphism 

Lemma 3.1 Let **: XXh → be a homomorphism. If )(xh  is p −primitive for each 

p −primitive word x  with 2)lg( ≤x , then h  is a non-erasing injective homomorphism and 

)(Xh  is a prefix code. 

Proof. For any Xa ∈ , since a  is a p −primitive word, then )(ah  is  a p −primitive word. 

Thus h  is non-erasing. Suppose h  is not injective. Then there exist +∈ Xzw, and zw ≠  such 

that )()( zhwh = . Let naaaw L21=  and mbbbz L21= where Xba ji ∈,  and 
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ni ,2,1 L= , mj ,2,1 L= . We may let 11 ba ≠ . Since )()( zhwh = , then 

)()()()()()( 2121 nn bhbhbhahahah LL = . If ))(lg())(lg( 11 bhah ≤ , then gahbh )()( 11 =  for 

some *Xg ∈ . Thus gahbah 2
111 )]([)( = , which contradicts with )( 11bah  is p −primitive for 

the p −primitive word 11ba  with 2)lg( 11 =ba . If )(lg())(lg( 11 bhah > , then we also have a 

contradiction. Thus h  is injective. Suppose that )(Xh  is not a prefix code, then there exist 

Xba ∈,  and ba ≠  such that )()( bhah p≤ . Then yahbh )()( = for some +∈ Xy . Hence 

yahabh 2))(()( = , which contradicts )(abh  is a p −primitive word for the p −primitive word 

ab  with 2)lg( =ab . 

Theorem 3.2  Let **: XXh →  be a homomorphism. If )(Xh  is a comma-free code and 

)(wh  is a p −primitive word for each *Xw∈  with 2)lg( ≤w , then h  preserves all 

p −primitive words. 

Proof. Suppose h  is not a p −primitive words preserving homomorphism. Then there exists a 

p −primitive word nwwww L21=  where Xwi ∈ , ni ,,2,1 L=  and 3≥n  such that )(wh  is 

not a p −primitive word. Then vuwh 2)( =  for some +∈ Xu  and *Xv ∈ . That is 

vuwhwh n
2

1 )()( =L . Hence 1121 )( ywwwhu i−= L , 21)( yywh i = , and uvwwhy ni =+ )( 12 L  

for some *
21, Xyy ∈ and ni ≤≤1 . 

If 11 =y , then )( 121 −= iwwwhu L . Since *Xu ∈ , then 12 −≤≤ ni  at this case. Then 

11)()()( xwhwhwh ni =L . If ))(lg())(lg( 1whwh i > , then there exists +∈ Xx1 such that 

11)()( xwhwh i = , which contradicts )(Xh  is a prefix code by Lemma 3.1. So does the case 

))(lg())(lg( 11 whwh i <+ . If ))(lg())(lg( 1whwh i = , then )()( 1whwh i = . Since h is injective 

by Lemma 3.1, then 1wwi = . Similarly, we have 12112 , −−+ == iii wwww L . Thus 
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niin wwwwwwwww LLL 2
2

2121 )(== , which contradicts w  is a p −primitive word. 

Thus 11 ≠y . Similarly we get 12 ≠y . 

Let 1y and 2y are non-empty words. Then 1121 )( ywwwhu n−= L , 21)( yywh n = ,  

vywhwhuvwhwhy ini 11112 )()()()( −+ == LL  where +∈ Xyy 21, ,and ni ≤≤1 . We consider 

the following cases: 

(1) If ni = , then 1121 )( ywwwhu n−= L , 21)( yywh n =  and uvy =2 . Hence uvywh 12 )( = . 

So ])()[()()( 112111111 vywwhwhyvywwhywh nnn −− == LL , which contradicts )(Xh  is a 

comma-free code such that it is an infix code by Lemma 2.1. 

(2)  If 12 −≤≤ ni , then ,)( 1121 ywwwhu i−= L 21)( yywh i =  and  

.)()()( 11112 vywhwhuvwwhy ini −+ == LL  We consider the following cases: 

(2-1) If ))(lg()lg( 12 why > , then there exists +∈ Xz1 such that 112 )( zwhy = . So 

11121 )()( zwhyyywh i == , which contradicts )(Xh ) is an infix code by Lemma 2.1. 

(2-2) If ))(lg()lg( 12 why ≤ , then there exists *
2 Xz ∈ such that 221)( zywh = . So 

vywwhzwhwh ini 11221 )()()( −+ = LL . 

(2-2-1) If ))(lg()lg( 12 +> iwhz , then there exists +∈ Xz3 such that 312 )( zwhz i+= . 

Then 312221 )()( zwhyzywh i+== , which contradicts )(Xh  is an infix code by Lemma 2.1. 

(2-2-2) If ))(lg()lg( 12 +< iwhz , then there exists +∈ Xz4 such that 421 )( zzwh i =+ . 

Since 21)( yywh i = , then 41142211 )())(lg( zwhyzzyywwh ii ==+ , which contradicts )(Xh  is a 

comma-free code. 

(2-2-3) If ))(lg()lg( 12 += iwhz , then )( 12 += iwhz . Therefore 

)()( 12221 +== iwhyzywh , which contradicts )(Xh  is an infix code by Lemma 2.1. 

(3) If 1=i , then 1yu = , 211 )( yywh =  and uvwwhy n =)( 22 L . So 21)( uywh =  and 
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uvwhwhy n =)()( 22 L . 

(3-1) If )lg()lg( 2 uy ≥ , then there exists *
1 Xu ∈ such that 12 uuy = . So 

1
2

121)( uuuuuuywh === , which contradicts )( 1wh  is a p −primitive word for the 

p −primitive word 1w  with 1)lg( 1 =w . 

(3-2) If )lg()lg( 2 uy < , then there exists +∈ Xu2 such that 22uyu = . Then 

vuyuvwhwhy n 2222 )()( ==L . Thus vuwhwh n 22 )()( =L . 

(3-2-1) If ))(lg()lg( 22 whu ≤ , then there exists *
3 Xu ∈  such that 322 )( uuwh = . 

Hence 3
2

32221 )( uuuuuywwh ==  is not a p −primitive word. However, since nwwww L21=  

is a p −primitive word, then 21 ww ≠ . Since h  preserves each p −primitive word w  with 

2)lg( =w , then )( 21wwh  is a p −primitive word. This is a contradiction. 

(3-2-2) If ))(lg()lg( 22 whu > , then there exists +∈ Xu4 such that 422 )( uwhu = . Hence 

242222221 )()( yuwhyyuyuywh === , which contradicts )(Xh  is an infix code by Lemma 

2.1. 

So no matter 11 =y  or 11 ≠y , we all have contradictions. Thus, if )(Xh  is a comma-free 

code and )(xh  is a p −primitive word for any p −primitive word w  with 2)lg( ≤w , then h  

preserves all p −primitive words. 

4  Some Kinds of p−Primitive Words 

Lemma 4.1 ]9[  Let baXba ≠∈ ,,  and 2121 , xxXxx ≠∈ +，  such that 

.1)lg()lg( 21 ≥== kxx  Then 1xabm  and 21 xabxab mm  are p −primitive words for every 

.km ≥  

Theorem  4.2 Let baXba ≠∈ ,,  and 2121 , xxXxx ≠∈ +，  such that 1x  is not a prefix 
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of 2x . Then 21 xabxab mm  is a p −primitive word for every km ≥  where 

)}.lg(),max{lg( 21 xxk =  

Proof. Suppose that 21 xabxab mm
 isn’t a p −primitive word. Then there exists +∈ Xv  such 

that .21
2 xabxabv mm

p≤  So 
2

)lg()lg(1)lg(
2

)lg(1 211 xxmvxm +
++≤<

++
. If 

1)lg(
2

)lg(1 1 +<<++ mvxm , then  1ybabv tmt −==  for some *
1 Xy ∈ and .0≥t  Thus 

,ba =  which is a contradiction. We consider the following cases: 

(1) If )lg()lg( 21 xx > and )lg(1
2

)lg()lg(1)lg(1 1
21 xmxxmvm ++<

+
++≤<+ , then 

4
'

32 yabyyabv tm ==  where ,321 yyx =  +∈∈ XyXyy 3
*

42 ,,  and .0 mt ≤≤ ‘
 Since 

,)lg()lg( 13 mxy ≤≤  then comparing the thy )1)(lg( 3 +  letter in ,v  we have .ba =  This is  

also a contradiction.  

(2)  If )lg()lg( 21 xx < , then we consider the following cases: 

(2-1) If )lg(1)lg(1 1xmvm ++<≤+ , then yabzzabv sm 2
21 == where 21zzx = , 

+∈∈ XzXyz 2
*

1 ,,  and ms ≤≤ 20 . Since mxz ≤< )lg()lg( 12 , comparing the thx )1)(lg( 2 +  

letter in v , we have ba = . This is also a contradiction. 

(2-2) If )lg(1)lg( 1xmv ++= , then 31 zabxabv mm == , where 23 xz p≤ . Then 

231 xzx p≤= , which is a contradiction. 

(2-3) If 
2

)lg()lg()lg(1
2

)lg()lg(1)lg()lg(1 12
1

21
1

xxxmxxmvxm −+++=+++≤<++ , 

then 4
''''

1 zbabxabv tmtm −==  for some +∈ Xz4  and mt <≤ ''0 , because mxx
<

−
2

)lg()lg( 12 . 

Comparing the first letter in v , we have ba = . This is also a contradiction. 

From all of the above and Lemma 4.1, we know that 21 xabxab mm  is a p −primitive word . 

In the following , we will show Lemma 4.1 is right for 3≥n . First a Lemma is quoted for use. 
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Lemma 4.3 ]9[  Let .),lg()lg(,, * gfgfXgf ==∈  If pQfgg ∈, , then p
i Qfg ∈  for any 

2≥i .By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4, we know if baXba ≠∈ ,,  and +∈ Xyx,  such 

that kxy == )lg()lg( , then p
imm Qyabxab ∈)( , for every km ≥  and 2≥i . 

Theorem 4.4 Let baXba ≠∈ ,,  and k
n Xxxx ∈L21  where ji xxk ≠≥ ,1 when ji ≠  and 

nji ,,2,1, L= . Then pn
mmm Qxabxabxab ∈L21  for every km ≥ . 

Proof.  By Lemma 4.1, we know p
mmm Qxabxabxab ∈211, . Suppose the theorem is right for 

the integer 1−n . We will show it is right for n  by induction. Suppose that 

n
m

n
mmm xabxabxabxab 121 −L  isn’t a p −primitive word, then there exists a non-empty word 

w  such that n
m

n
mmm

p xabxabxabxabw 121
2

−≤ L . 

(1)  If n  is odd, then
2

1)1(
2

1)lg()1(
2

1 kmkmnwkmn ++
+++

−
≤<++

−
. Let 

LL
2

3
2

1
2

11 ++
−

− == nn
tmt

n
mm xxbabxabxabw , where 

2
1)lg(0 kmab t ++

≤< . Then 

2
11

2
10 −+=−++≤≤ kmkmt . Thus mtmkm ≤−≤−+≤<

2
1

2
10 . Comparing the first letter 

in w , we have ba = .This is a contradiction. 

(2) If n  is even, then )1(
2

)lg(
2

1)1)(1
2

( kmnwkmkmn ++≤<+++++− . 

(2-1) If mkmnwkmkmn
++++−≤<

++
+++− 1)1)(1

2
()lg(

2
1)1)(1

2
( , then 

LL msms
n

mm abbabxabxabw −

−
==

1
2

1 , where mabkm s +<<++ 1)lg(
2

1
. Hence 

mskm <<++
2

1 . Comparing the first letter in w , we have ba = , which is a contradiction. 

(2-2) If mkkmnwmkmn
++++−≤≤++++− )1)(1

2
()lg(1)1)(1

2
( , then 

LL
2

1211
2

1 +−
== n

mm
n

mm xabyyabxabxabw , where 21
2

yyx n =  and *
21, Xyy ∈ . Then 

mkyabm m +≤≤+ )lg(1 1 , so 1)lg(1 1 −≤≤ ky . Therefore ky ≤≤ )lg(1 2 . Then we have 
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11)lg(2 2 +≤+≤≤ mkay . Comparing the )1)(lg( 2 +y th letter in w , we have ba = . This is a 

contradiction. 

(2-3) If )1(
2

)lg( kmnw ++= , then n
m

n
m

n
mm xabxabxabxabw LL

2
1

2
1 +== . Hence 

nnn xxxx ==
+

2
1

2
1 ,,L , which contradicts ii xx ≠  when ji ≠ . 

 Thus from all above we have pn
mmm Qxabxabxab ∈L21 . 

5  Disjunctive Languages Related to p−Primitive Words 

Let A  be a language and for *, Xyx ∈ , )( APyx ≡  if Auxv ∈  if and only if Auyv ∈  

for all *, Xvu ∈ . The equivalent relation AP  is a congruence and called the principal congruence 

determined by A . If there are finite AP  classes then L  is called a regular language. If every 

AP  class contains only one word, that is AP  is the equality then A  is called a disjunctive 

language. The following statements are important methods to judge a language is disjunctive. 

Lemma 5.1[4]  Let L  be a language. Then the following three statements are equivalent: 

(1) L  is a disjunctive language; 

(2) Let *, Xyx ∈ and )lg()lg( yx = , if )( LPyx ≡ , then yx = ; 

(3) For all *, Xyx ∈ , there exist *, Xvu ∈ such that Luxy ∈  and Luyv ∉ or vice versa. 

Let )lg({ fQfQ ppev
∈=  if even } and )lg({\ fQfQQQ ppp evod

∈==  is odd}. 

Theorem 5.2  The languages 
evpQ and

odpQ are disjunctive languages. 

Proof. Let kXyx ∈,  and yx ≠ . Let yabvabu kk == , , then p
kk Qyxababuxv ∈=  by 

Lemma 4.1, and p
k Qyabuyv ∉= 2)( . Since kyx == )lg()lg( , then )lg(2)lg( xabuxv k=  is 

even. Therefore 
evpQuxv∈ . But 

evpQuyv∈ . Hence )(
pevQPyx ≠ . Thus 

evpQ is a disjunctive 

language by Lemma 5.1. 
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Let 2)(, yabvabu kk == , then p
kk Qyabxabuxz ∈= 2)(  by Lemmas 4.1and 4.3, it can be 

seen that p
k Qyabuyz ∉= 3)( . Since kabk 21)lg( +=  is odd and )lg()lg( yx = , then 

1)13(2)lg(3)lg( ++== kxabuxz k  must be odd. Hence 
odpQuxz∈ , 

odpQuyz∉ . So 

)(
podQPyx ≠ . Thus 

odpQ is a disjunctive language by Lemma 5.1. 

For any 2≥i , let },2,1,|{ 21 njQffffQ pji
i
p LL =∈=  and }|{)(

p
ii

p QffQ ∈= . 

Then i
p

i
p QQ ⊂)( , and ∅≠∩ QQ i

p  by Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.4. Of cause, QQQi
p ≠∩  

and i
p

i
p QQQ ≠∩ .    

Proposition 5.3  The language QQi
p ∩ is a disjunctive language for any 2≥i . 

Proof. For any kXyx ∈,  where 0>k , yx ≠ , let kabu = , 1)( −= ik yabv , then p
k Qxab ∈ , 

p
k Qyab ∈ . So p

ikk Qyabxabuxv ∈= −1)(  . By lemma 4.3, we have QQuxv p ⊆∈ . Then 

QQuxv i
p ∩∈ . Since Qyabyabyabuyv ikikk ∉== − )()( 1 , we have QQuyv i

p ∩∉ . Hence 

)( QQ i
p

Pyx
∩

≠ . Thus QQi
p ∩  is a disjunctive language for any 2≥i . 
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